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VELA Tango 310E

Users up to 300 kg can now become more self-reliant using a robust VELA chair. This 
means that it will be possible to mobilise and be more active in everyday life without un-
necessary fatigue. The user can push/walk around, seated, as the chair has wheels, and at the 
same time have a stable, safe chair with a hand-operated brake. Electric height adjustment 
helps the user to get up and sit down and easily change the seat height.

BENEFITS

:: Robust CE marked chair for people 
weighing up to 300 kg

:: Help getting up and sitting down with 
the electric height adjustment

:: Be supported, stable and get a com-
fortable sitting position providing open 
airways thereby reduces fatigue

:: Relief of the hip and knee joints and 
the possibility of managing one’s en-
ergy by pushing/walking the chair 
around

:: Feel safe and get a stable sitting posi-
tion in daily activities with the central 
brake

Obese users can mobilize themselves from a bed or chair into a safe and 
stable chair with a brake, which makes it easier to carry out activities. 
The VELA Tango 310 is very robust and can be used for activities at 
home, at work, and during rehabilitation and training.

The user can breathe more easily and ensure oxygenation of the blood 
with an upright sitting position. Legs, knees, and hips are also relieved by 
performing the activity while sitting, which results in less muscle/joint 
pain and less fatigue. It is possible to push/walk the chair around while 
sitting and be more self-reliant in various activities, e.g. cooking, and 
thereby prevent immobility.

It is safe to get up and sit down, using the sturdy armrests on a secure, 
braked chair. There are also good conditions for comfort, as seat height, 
backrest, and armrests can be adjusted according to the user’s physique 
and need for support.

Electric height adjustment can be used as an aid to get up and allows to 
adjust the sitting height for different activities at the touch of a button. In 
that way, the user can save energy during the day.

Maximum weight load: 300 kg. The user can change the seat height and get up and sit 

down with electric height adjustment. 

NEW
Up to 300 kgElec. aid to get up4XL-seat(w:72 d:50)



All VELA chairs are CE marked and comply with current 
standards.

VELA bariatric chairs are supplied as standard in black 
Phoenix fabric, which is durable, breathable and com-
fortable.

We offer a large selection of artificial leather or the op-
tion of different seat fabrics if the materials need to be 
even more cleaning friendly. 

ACCESSORIES AND CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS

VELA Tango 300/310 is exceptionally durable and can 
withstand constant use under heavy loads.

The chair can be used by multiple users in rehabilitation 
and day centres

Complete accessory list with item numbers, pictures and 
descriptions can be found at www.vela.eu.

 WORK ENVIRONMENT

:: The helpers work environment is improve with elec-
tric height adjustment, as it supports the user from sit-
ting to standing position.

:: Easy to help the user level with a bed or chair, e.g. for 
transfers, due to electric height adjustment. 

:: Possible to order a push handle if the user needs to be 
moved over short distances.

VELA Tango 310E

Height adjustment 150mm movement

(electrical)

Sitting height at 150 mm:
42-57 cm

Seat width x depth 72 x 50 cm (4XL seat)

Sitting depth 
(adjusted by means of a tool)

46-56 cm

Backrest width x height 38 x 43 cm (CX backrest)

Height adjustment of backrest
(adjusted by means of a tool)

0-15 cm

Armrest padding, P.U. 7 x 35 cm

Height of armrest
(adjusted by means of a tool)

0-24 cm

Distance between armrests
(adjusted by means of a tool)

70-75 cm

Frame size 54 x 54 cm

Chair’s weight 42 kg

Maximum weight load 300 kg

Item number 5106

STANDARD CONFIGURATION
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VELA Tango 310E features

www.mortonperry.co.nzMorton & Perry: 0800 238 523 | sales@mortonperry.co.nz

SAFE AND STABLE 
CENTRAL BRAKE

SWITCH FOR ELECTRIC 
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

DURABLE, DIRECTIONALLY 
STABLE WHEELS

REINFORCED 
BACKREST

REINFORCED 
ARMRESTS

STABLE AND 
DURABLE FRAME




